Integrated Operations’ Viral Defense

TM

SOLUTIONS FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

SECURITY & DISINFECTION

Creating Healthier Environments
The Hospitality Industry worldwide is facing increasing pressure to:
Provide safer, germ-free environments for staff and guests to
mitigate the spread of germs
Maintain or reduce cost levels to disinfect properly
Integrated Operations offers state of the art detection, security and
disinfection equipment through its Viral Defense brand. Utilizing
breakthrough technologies, we provide the most innovative solutions to
support cleaner and healthier environments, to lower the cost of
disinfection throughout the facility and to reduce concerns by staff and
guests when entering one or your properties.
With the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, Integrated Operations has
been working with colleagues around the globe to bring technologies
that promote safety and security, help mitigate the spread of the virus
and provide safer, cleaner, less germ-ridden environments in general.
Among the areas we focus on are:
Optimized Safety and Security of facilities
Improved comfort of staff and guests based on steps taken to
ensure safe environments through accurate detection of potential
contagion and overall security
Optimized disinfection of properties to mitigate the spread of harmful
viruses and bacteria
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Viral Defense Products Offer...
disinfection & air quality

Detection & Security

Room and area disinfection with multiple

Automated temperature/fever detection: Ability to select

disinfectant solution options: To save time and to

potentially infected staff and guests from within a crowd.

reduce costs associated with cleaning rooms,

Automated mask wearing detection: Ability to select staff

offices, lobbies and other common areas.

and guests not wearing masks from within a crowd.

Walk through booths: To prevent harmful viruses

Comprehensive facial recognition/detection and other

from being brought into properties

biometric security options: To ensure only authorized

Surface disinfection solutions: For surface cleaning

staff have access to secure areas

using wipes, etc.

Rapid Test Kits: Available to those who may have

Touchless disinfectant dispensers in strategic

elevated temperatures: To help ensure that they are not

locations

infected with SARS-CoV-2 Virus

Anti-Viral/Anti-Bacterial air filtration for existing
HVAC systems to help remove unwanted
pathogens in the air

Portable Disinfection Unit

Temperature Detection

Walk Through Booth

Mask Detection

